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A cut-and-paste operation can be a reversal, a transposition, or a transreversal on circular
or linear permutations. There are several approximation algorithms for sorting signed
permutations by combinations of these operations. For sorting unsigned permutations,
we only know an algorithm with performance ratio 3 and its improved version with
performance ratio 2.8386 + δ allowing reversals and transpositions. In this paper, we
present a 2.25-approximation algorithm for sorting unsigned circular permutations by cut-
and-paste operations. A structure called tie is proposed to represent the alternating path of
length 5. We can classify the ties into 6 types and ﬁnd ways to remove the breakpoints for
each type of ties, so that every cut-and-paste operation can reduce at least 43 breakpoints
averagely. Our algorithm can be used to sort unsigned linear permutations and achieve the
performance ratio 2.25 if another operation named revrev is allowed.
Crown Copyright © 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A genome is often represented by a permutation of integers. Each integer stands for a gene. A linear permutation turns
into a circular permutation by setting its ﬁrst and last elements consecutive. Circular genomes, such as bacterial and mito-
chondrial genomes, are represented by circular permutations [12]. Genomes can be signed or unsigned depending on the
sequencing method of the biological experiments. Circular and linear permutations both can be signed or unsigned.
Rearrangement operation accounts for the events to change the order of genes in a genome. The most typical rearrange-
ments, reversal, transposition and transreversal, can all be uniﬁed into the following operation: cut a segment out of a
genome, possibly reverse it, and then paste it back to the remaining parts of the genome. This leads to the rearrangement
operation termed as cut-and-paste [7].
Reversal and transposition on a circular permutation can either be replaced by the same kind of operation on its corre-
sponding linear permutation. Sometimes, a transreversal on a circular permutation has to be replaced by another operation
called revrev on the corresponding linear permutation.
Rearrangement sorting of permutations asks to ﬁnd the shortest sequence of rearrangements that transforms one per-
mutation into another. It can be used to trace the evolutionary path between genomes. Hannenhalli and Pevzner showed
that reversal sorting can be solved in polynomial time for signed linear permutations [14]. Subsequent work improved the
running time of their algorithm and simpliﬁed the underlying theory [2,15]. To date, sorting a signed permutation by re-
versals can be solved in sub-quadratic time [20]. On the other hand, reversal sorting for unsigned linear permutations is
NP-Hard [5]. The currently best performance for this problem is 1.375 [3]. Meidanis et al. showed that reversal sorting for
circular permutations is essentially equivalent to reversal sorting for linear permutations [18].
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performance ratio to 1.375 [8]. Hartman and Shamir proved that transposition sorting for circular permutations is equivalent
to transposition sorting for linear permutations [12]. The 1.5 as well as the 1.375 approximation algorithms for sorting by
transpositions can both be improved to run in O (n logn) time [9,10]. Recently, Bulteau, Fertine and Rusu showed that
transposition sorting is NP-Hard [4].
Sorting genomes by multiple kinds of rearrangements also draws attention of many scientists. Walter, Dias and Meidanis
gave a 2-approximation algorithm for sorting signed linear permutations by reversals and transpositions [21]. Gu and Peng
gave a 2-approximation algorithm for sorting signed linear permutations by transpositions and transreversals [11]. Lin and
Xue introduced the operation revrev, and gave a 1.75-approximation algorithm for sorting signed linear permutations by re-
versals, transpositions, transreversals and revrevs [16]. Hartman and Sharan gave a 1.5-approximation algorithm for sorting
signed circular permutations by transpositions and transreversals [13]. Their algorithm can be used to sort linear permuta-
tions if the operation revrev is allowed. For unsigned linear permutations, Walter et al. gave a 3-approximation algorithm
which allows reversals and transpositions [21]. And recently Rahman, Shatabda and Hasan improved the performance ratio
to 2.8386+ δ for this problem [19].
Cut-and-paste looks more powerful to represent reversal, transposition or transreversal. Cranston, Sudborough and West
ﬁrst studied the bounds for cut-and-paste sorting of unsigned permutations [7]. They showed that every unsigned linear
permutation of n elements can be transformed into the identity permutation in at most 2n/3 cut-and-paste operations [7].
Their method can be extended to sorting unsigned circular permutations. But it cannot give any approximation guarantee.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm to sort unsigned circular permutations by cut-and-paste operations. The break-
point graph is constructed for ﬁnding effective cut-and-paste operations to sort the given permutations. We pay attention
to the alternating paths of length 5 in the breakpoint graph and name them ties. We can classify the ties into 6 types and
try to remove the breakpoints for them respectively. We can show that there always exist 3 successive operations to remove
at least 4 breakpoints, although there does not always exist such 3 operations for any type of ties. Thus our algorithm can
achieve the performance ratio of 2.25. The time complexity of our algorithm is O (n2) for the permutations of n elements.
The algorithm can also be used to sort linear permutations if revrev is allowed.
A preliminary version of this work was presented at the 14th Annual International Computing and Combinatorics Con-
ference (COCOON’08) [17].
2. Preliminaries
An unsigned linear permutation is a permutation of n unsigned integers over {1,2, . . . ,n}, denoted as π = [g1, . . . , gn].
An unsigned circular permutation is an unsigned permutation where the ﬁrst integer follows the last integer. We also use
π = [g1, . . . , gn] to represent a circular permutation. To draw the ﬁgure of the circular permutation, we write the elements
of π counterclockwise to constitute a circle. We usually identify n + 1 with 1 in both indices and elements of a circular
permutation.
2.1. What is cut-and-paste
Let π = [g1, . . . , gn] be a permutation. A segment, [gi, . . . , g j], is a consecutive sequence in π from gi to g j . A cut-and-
paste operation cuts a segment out of the permutation, possibly reverses it, then pastes it back to the remaining parts
of the permutation. A cut-and-paste operation on a circular permutation can be a reversal, a transposition or a tran-
sreversal. A reversal r(i, j) cuts the segment [gi+1, . . . , g j] out of π , reverses it, then pastes it back to exactly where
it was cut, thus transforming π into σ = [g1, . . . , gi, g j, . . . , gi+1, g j+1, . . . , gn]. A transposition t(i, j,k) cuts the segment
[gi+1, . . . , g j] out of π , pastes it to the position between gk and gk+1, thus transforming π into σ = [g1, . . . , gi, g j+1, . . . , gk,
gi+1, . . . , g j, gk+1, . . . , gn]. A transreversal rt(i, j,k) cuts [gi+1, . . . , g j] out of π , reverses it, then pastes it to the position
between gk and gk+1, thus transforming π into σ = [g1, . . . , gi, g j+1, . . . , gk, g j, . . . , gi+1, gk+1, . . . , gn]. Fig. 1 gives the
graphical representation of the three kinds of operations. Formally, the action of transforming π into σ by operation ρ is
written as π · ρ = σ .
Let π = [g1, . . . , gn] and ι = [ι1, . . . , ιn] be two permutations. The cut-and-paste sorting problem asks to ﬁnd a sequence of
cut-and-paste operations ρ1,ρ2, . . . , ρm , such that π ·ρ1 ·ρ2 · . . . ·ρm = ι and m is minimized. The number of operations, m,
is referred to as the cut-and-paste distance between π and ι, and denoted as d(π, ι). In fact, the target permutation ι can be
treated as the identity permutation [1,2, . . . ,n].
2.2. The breakpoint graph of unsigned circular permutations
Given two unsigned circular permutations π and ι. A pair of consecutive elements gi and gi+1 forms an adjacency in
π relative to ι, if there is an integer k (1  k  n) with {gi, gi+1} = {ιk, ιk+1}. Otherwise, gi and gi+1 form a breakpoint
in π relative to ι. Either an adjacency or a breakpoint is represented by a segment, [gi, gi+1] for example. The number of
breakpoints in π (relative to ι) is denoted by b(π, ι). A segment [gi, . . . , g j] of π is a strip if each [gk, gk+1] is an adjacency
for k with i  k < j, but either of [gi−1, gi] and [g j, g j+1] is a breakpoint. A strip of one element is a singleton.
We construct a graph from π and ι as follows. The graph takes g1, g2, . . . , gn as its vertices. It has two kinds of edges
colored gray and black respectively. Set a gray edge between gi and g j if gi and g j are consecutive in ι and |i − j| = 1; set a
X.W. Lou, D.M. Zhu / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 78 (2012) 1099–1114 1101Fig. 1. Three kinds of cut-and-paste operations. (a) Reversal r(i, j); (b) Transposition t(i, j,k); (c) Transreversal rt(i, j,k).
Fig. 2. The breakpoint graph G(π, ι) of π = [1,8,9,10,14,4,5,12,7,6,16,13,15,2,3,18,17,11] and ι = [1,2, . . . ,18].
black edge between gi and gi+1 if they form a breakpoint. The graph is referred to as the breakpoint graph with regard to π
and ι and written as G(π, ι). Fig. 2 gives an example of the breakpoint graph. If ι denotes an identity permutation, G(π, ι)
plays only with regard to π . In what follows, we use gi or i directly to denote an element of π or a vertex of G(π, ι)
without making distinction. Clearly, G(π, ι) has the same number of gray edges and black edges, which equals to b(π, ι).
If π = ι, no edge exists in G(π, ι). Each vertex in the breakpoint graph has a degree of 0, 2 or 4, and each singleton has
a degree of 4. A path in G(π, ι) is called alternating if every two consecutive edges on the path have distinct colors. The
length of an alternating path is the number of edges in it. An alternating cycle is a closed alternating path with the same
number of black and gray edges. An alternating cycle of k black edges is a k-cycle.
A cut-and-paste operation can reduce at most three breakpoints. Since b(π, ι) = 0 for π = ι, the following lower bound
on cut-and-paste distance is obvious.
Theorem 1. Given two unsigned circular permutations π and ι with the same set of integers, d(π, ι) b(π, ι)/3.
3. Sorting unsigned circular permutations with performance 2.25
3.1. Ties and folds
Let G(π, ι) be the breakpoint graph with regard to π and ι. Let e1 = (gi1 , gi2) and e2 = (g j1 , g j2 ) be two gray edges
of G(π, ι). We say e1 crosses e2 if i1 < j1 < i2 < j2 or j1 < i1 < j2 < i2. Clearly if e1 crosses e2, e2 crosses e1. We call an
alternating path consisting of three black and two gray edges a tie. The black edge in the middle of the tie is called the
bottom; the black edges at both ends of the tie are called the hands; the two gray edges next to the bottom are the arms.
A tie is twisted if it has one gray edge crossing the other; otherwise, it is ﬂat. Formally, we bracket the six consecutive
vertices of a tie to represent the tie. For example, τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 is a tie, which has (u, i′) and ( j′, v) as its hands;
(i′, i) and ( j, j′) as its arms; and (i, j) as its bottom.
By walking along a tie from one end to the other, each black edge of the tie can be assigned a direction of clockwise or
counterclockwise. According to the directions of the bottom relative to the hands, we classify the ties into six types (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. Splitting the singletons in a bad permutation. (a) The breakpoint graph with regard to the bad permutation π1. (b) The breakpoint graph after
splitting the singletons of π1.
A tie is typed to be 3-twisted(ﬂat), if it is twisted(ﬂat) and its bottom has the same direction with both its hands. A tie is
typed to be 2-twisted(ﬂat), if it is twisted(ﬂat) and its bottom has the same direction with only one of the hands. A tie is
typed to be 1-twisted(ﬂat), if it is twisted(ﬂat) and its bottom has the opposite direction with either of the hands.
Similarly, we call an alternating path consisting of one gray edge and two black edges a fold. We bracket the four
consecutive vertices of a fold to represent the fold. Taking f = 〈p,m,m′, s〉 as an example, the fold must have (p,m) and
(m′, s) as its black edges, (m,m′) as its gray edge. When we walk along the fold from p to s, the black edges (p,m) and
(m′, s) can be assigned directions of clockwise or counterclockwise. If they have the same direction, f is typed as a c-fold;
otherwise, a z-fold.
We also refer to a cut-and-paste operation or a group of successive operations as a move. In the following, the symbols
r, t and rt stand for reversal, transposition, and transreversal respectively. A k-y-move is a cut-and-paste operation of the
kind y that reduces k breakpoints for 0 k 3 and y ∈ {r, t, rt}. A k-move is an operation which reduces k breakpoints; an
(i, j)-move represents two successive operations, with the ﬁrst to be an i-move, the second to be a j-move; an (i, j,k)-move
represents three successive operations, with the ﬁrst, second and third to be i-move, j-move and k-move respectively.
Lemma 2. There always exists a 2(3)-move if the breakpoint graph has a tie of 3-twisted, 2-twisted, or 1-ﬂat. Here 2(3) means either
2 or 3.
Proof. It only needs to consider operations on the tie τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 depicted in Fig. 3. If τ is a 3-twisted tie, we can
use a transposition to cut the segment [i, . . . , v], and paste it between i′ and u. This operation is a 2-t-move and creates two
new adjacencies [i′, i] and [ j, j′]. If τ is 2-twisted, we can use a transreversal to cut [u, . . . , j] and paste it reversely between
j′ and v . This is a 2-rt-move and creates two new adjacencies [i′, i] and [ j′, j]. If τ is 1-ﬂat, we can use a transreversal
to cut [ j′, . . . , i′], and paste it reversely between i and j. This is a 2-rt-move and creates two new adjacencies [i, i′] and
[ j′, j]. If there is a gray edge connecting u and v , the 2-t-move and 2-rt-move mentioned above become 3-t-move and
3-rt-move. 
However, we cannot ﬁnd a 2(3)-move for the other type of ties. To make distinction, we refer to the 3-twisted, 2-twisted
and 1-ﬂat ties as good ties. Similarly, we refer to a 2-cycle having crossing gray edges as a good 2-cycle, because it can be
removed by a 2-r-move.
A permutation π is bad if π = ι and G(π, ι) contains neither good 2-cycles nor good ties. Fig. 4(a) gives an example of
a bad permutation. From Lemma 2, a 2(3)-move can be found if the permutation is not bad. The method is to traverse the
black edges to check each tie or 2-cycle to verify if it is good. Once a good tie or a good 2-cycle is encountered, it provides
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We sum up the method as algorithm Search_ good_ ties(π, ι). The algorithm should run after the breakpoint graph has been
constructed. It will return a set S of ordered operations and a new permutation transformed from π by the operations in S .
To distinguish with π , the input of Search_ good_ ties(·), we denote by π1 the permutation returned from the algorithm. If
π1 = ι, the sorting of π is done. The following assumes that Search_ good_ ties(·) always returns a bad permutation.
Algorithm Search_ good_ ties(π, ι)
1 hasgoodtie ← true; S ← ∅;
2 While (hasgoodtie = true) {
3 If G(π, ι) has a black edge belonging to a good tie or a good 2-cycle {
4 Decide a 2(3)-move ρ and perform it on the tie or the 2-cycle;
5 π ← π · ρ; S ← S ∪ {ρ};
6 }//End if
7 Else
8 hasgoodtie ← false;
9 }//End While
10 Return (π , S);
In the algorithm, the 2(3)-move can be decided by Lemma 2. It also needs to perform the move for modifying the
breakpoint graph. The algorithm takes O (nk) time if it reduces k breakpoints in π . In fact, there may exist 2-moves for
a bad permutation. For example, the permutation π = [1,2,13,14,10,9,12,11,7,8,15,16,5,6,3,4] is bad. The operation
that cuts [14,10,9], then pastes it reversely between 8 and 15, is a 2-move. This move breaks one adjacency and two
breakpoints, and creates three new adjacencies. In our algorithm, we never involve such operations that break adjacencies.
3.2. Sorting bad permutations
In this subsection, every permutation is unsigned, circular, and bad.
3.2.1. Splitting the singletons
Let π1 = [g1, g2, . . . , gn] be a bad permutation and ι = [1, . . . ,n] be the identity permutation. If π1 contains singletons,
we try to remove them by splitting the singletons. For each singleton gi , we use a pair of elements g
−
i , g
+
i to replace gi in
both π1 and ι. The permutations π1 and ι turn into π2 and ι1 after splitting the singletons. If π1 has ns singletons, then
both π2 and ι1 have n + ns elements. Moreover, singleton splitting does not increase the number of breakpoints, because
g−i and g
+
i always form an adjacency.
Splitting the singletons will result in the modiﬁcation of the breakpoint graph. The singleton gi is replaced by two new
vertices g−i and g
+
i ; the black edges (gi−1, gi) and (gi, gi+1) are replaced by (gi−1, g
−
i ) and (g
+
i , gi+1) respectively; the
gray edges (gi − 1, gi) and (gi, gi + 1) are replaced by (gi − 1, g−i ) and (g+i , gi + 1) respectively. Fig. 4 gives an example of
splitting the singletons.
Because there are not any singletons in π2 relative to ι1, G(π2, ι1) can be uniquely decomposed into alternating cycles.
If π1 is bad, π2 is still bad. Deﬁnitely, there is the same set of breakpoints in π2 (relative to ι1) as that in π1 (relative to ι).
Since any move will not break g−i and g
+
i for sorting π2, we can use the sequence of moves for sorting π2 to sort π1, by
regarding g−i and g
+
i as gi , for each singleton gi . Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Every sequence of moves to sort π2 mimics a sequence of moves to sort π1 .
A move cannot result in new singletons if it does not break adjacencies. Since we never involve the moves that break
adjacencies, the permutation will keep without singletons, and the breakpoint graph will always be composed of alternating
cycles.
3.2.2. Semi-complementary graph
We construct a graph G(π, ι) from G(π, ι) as follows. The graph has the same set of vertices and gray edges as G(π, ι).
It rejects all the black edges of G(π, ι). Instead, it connects respectively the pairs of vertices in each adjacency by black
edges, thus forming the set of black edges. We call G(π, ι) the semi-complementary graph of G(π, ι). For example, Fig. 5(b)
is the semi-complementary graph of Fig. 5(a).
Lemma 4. The semi-complementary graph G(π, ι) consists of one and only one cycle.
Proof. Let π = [g1, . . . , gn], and ι = [1, . . . ,n]. The vertices k and k+1 can either be connected by a gray edge in G(π, ι), or
form an adjacency in π . If (k,k+ 1) is a gray edge in G(π, ι), it must be a gray edge in G(π, ι). If [k,k+ 1] is an adjacency
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11,12] has no singletons.
in π , then (k,k + 1) is a black edge in G(π, ι). In other words, there is always an edge connecting k and k + 1 in G(π, ι)
for 1 k  n, where n + 1 is identiﬁed as 1. Moreover, there is no edge between k and l, if l /∈ {k − 1,k + 1}. Thus G(π, ι)
consists of one and only one cycle composed of the vertices over {1, . . . ,n}. 
3.2.3. Moves for bad 2-cycles
A 2-cycle is bad if it is not good. We consider to remove bad 2-cycles in a bad permutation.
Lemma 5. A gray edge must cross another gray edge in the breakpoint graph.
Proof. Since G(π, ι) and G(π, ι) have the same set of vertices and gray edges, it suﬃces to prove that every gray edge
crosses another in G(π, ι). Let (gi, g j) be a gray edge of G(π, ι) with i < j. This edge divides the other elements of π into
two sets, denoted by I1 = {gk | i < k < j} and I2 = {gk | k < i or k > j}. From the deﬁnition of the gray edge, neither I1 nor
I2 is empty. From the deﬁnition of G(π, ι), there exists a fold in G(π, ι) containing this gray edge, which can be taken
as f = 〈x, gi, g j, y〉. From Lemma 4, there must exist another path F = f connecting x and y to form the unique cycle
of G(π, ι). If f is a z-fold, obviously F contains a gray edge crossing (gi, g j). If f is a c-fold and x ∈ I1, y ∈ I1, F must
go through every vertex of I2 to form the unique cycle, and the path from x to a vertex z ∈ I2 must contain a gray edge
crossing (gi, g j). If f is a c-fold and x ∈ I2, y ∈ I2, the path from x to a vertex z ∈ I1 must contain a gray edge crossing
(gi, g j). 
We have to observe the location of a black edge relative to a c-fold, so that we can select the suitable moves to reduce
breakpoints. Let 〈p,m,m′, s〉 be a c-fold. For a black edge e /∈ {(p,m), (m′, s)}, we say e to stand inside the c-fold, if according
to the opposite direction from p to m, walking from p to s on π must pass through the ends of e. Otherwise, we say e to
stand outside the c-fold. For example, there is a c-fold 〈1,27,26,23〉 in Fig. 4(b). The black edge (29,33) stands inside it,
but the black edge (25,28) stands outside it.
Lemma 6. Let π be a bad permutation without singletons. If the breakpoint graph with regard to π has a bad 2-cycle, then a (1,2(3))-
move is available.
Proof. Let c be a bad 2-cycle with gray edges (i, i′) and ( j, j′). From Lemma 5, there exists a fold f = 〈p,m,m′, s〉, with
gray edge (m,m′) crossing both (i, i′) and ( j, j′). Since there are no singletons in π , f cannot share any edges with c. Then
c can be removed by the following method.
If f is a z-fold (Fig. 6(a)), we can reverse the segment [s, . . . , j, i, . . . ,m]. This is a 1-r-move and turns c into a good
2-cycle. Thus a (1,2)-move is available. Note that the ﬁrst operation can only be a 1-move, because f cannot belong to a
good 2-cycle in a bad permutation.
If f is a c-fold, w.l.o.g., the edge (i, j) is supposed to stand outside f (Fig. 6(b)). We can cut the segment [p, . . . , i′,
j′, . . . , s] and paste it reversely between j and i. This is a 1-rt-move and creates a good (1-ﬂat) tie 〈p, i, i′, j′, j, s〉. From
Lemma 2, a (1,2(3))-move is available. 
3.2.4. Moves for bad ties
A tie is bad if it is not good. Let τ be a bad tie, and f be a fold. We say f crosses τ , if the gray edge of f is different
from any arm, and crosses at least one arm of τ . We refer to f as the hand-fold of τ , if f crosses only one arm of τ . For
example, there is a tie τ = 〈27,1,34,17,18,21〉 in Fig. 4(b). The fold 〈33,29,28,25〉 crosses τ and is a hand-fold of τ . The
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Fig. 7. Property of 3-ﬂat ties and 1-twisted ties.
fold 〈31,3,2,14〉 crosses τ but is not a hand-fold of τ . The fold 〈2,14,13,10〉 does not cross τ and is not a hand-fold of τ
consequently.
In order to decide more distinctly the locations of an edge or a fold relative to a tie, we pay attention to the resulting
segments by cutting off the black edges of a tie. A permutation is divided into three segments by cutting off the black edges
of a tie. We refer to those two segments close to the bottom of the tie as its shoulders. The shoulders of a tie can be described
formally as follows. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a tie. Using the symbols in π = [g1, . . . , gn], we rewrite the black edges of τ
as (gx, gx+1) = (u, i′), (gy, gy+1) = (i, j), (gz, gz+1) = ( j′, v). Either of [gx+1, . . . , gy] and [gy+1, . . . , gz] is a shoulder of τ , if
according to the direction from gx to gx+1, walking from gx+1 to gy on π does not pass through gz . Otherwise, either of
[gy+1, . . . , gx] and [gz+1, . . . , gy] is a shoulder of τ . For example, the shoulders of the tie 〈27,1,34,17,18,21〉 in Fig. 4(b)
are [1,2,14,15,12,13,10,11,7−,7+,9,8,5,6,30,29,33,34] and [17,16,32,31,3,4,19,18].
Lemma 7. Both a 3-ﬂat tie and a 1-twisted tie have an even number (nonzero) of hand-folds.
Proof. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a 3-ﬂat tie. From Lemma 5, there must exist folds crossing τ . We ﬁrst show that there
must exist hand-folds of τ . Suppose for contradiction, every fold crossing τ crosses both of the arms of τ (Fig. 7(a)). Then
consider the segment S = [i′, . . . , i, j, . . . , j′] of the permutation. For every vertex ιx in S , ιx−1 and ιx+1 must also be the
vertices in S . Therefore, all the vertices in S constitute a cycle in the semi-complementary graph. However, the semi-
complementary graph also contains vertices u and v which are not in the cycle. This contradiction to Lemma 4 implies that
τ must be crossed by hand-folds.
Let Eb be the set of black edges in either [i′, . . . , i] or [ j, . . . , j′], and Vb be the set of ends of the edges in Eb . A gray
edge must cross just one arm of τ , if it has just one end in Vb . A gray edge can cross both arms of τ or set its ends in just
one shoulder, if its vertices both belong to Vb . Let Eg,1 be the set of gray edges crossing both arms of τ , Eg,2 be the set of
gray edges with both ends in just one shoulder of τ . Thus the number of gray edges crossing just one arm, or equivalently
the hand-folds of τ is |Vb| − 2|Eg,1| − 2|Eg,2| = 2|Eb| − 2|Eg,1| − 2|Eg,2|. So a 3-ﬂat tie has an even number of hand-folds
(Fig. 7(b)).
For a 1-twisted tie τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉, we only argue that there exist black edges in at least one shoulder of τ . The
remainder of the proof is the same as that for 3-ﬂat tie. Suppose for contradiction, neither of τ ’s shoulders contains a
black edge. Then the four consecutive vertices of segment [i′, j, i, j′] constitute one cycle in the semi-complementary graph
(Fig. 7(c)). The existence of other vertices also implies a contradiction to Lemma 4. 
Lemma 8. Let π be a bad permutation without singletons. If there are no 2-cycles, but there is a 1-twisted tie in the breakpoint graph
with regard to π , then a (1,2(3))-move is available.
Proof. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a 1-twisted tie. From Lemma 7, τ has hand-folds. W.l.o.g., let f = 〈p,m,m′, s〉 be a hand-
fold of τ and (m,m′) cross arm (i′, i) (Fig. 8).
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Case 1. If f is a z-fold (Fig. 8(a), (b)), we can perform a reversal on f . This is a 1-r-move and turns τ into a 2-twisted tie.
Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available by Lemma 2. For the special case of (m′, s) = (u, i′) in Fig. 8(a), the 1-r-move on f creates
a 2-twisted tie 〈p, i′, i, j, j′, v〉. The special case of (s,m′) = ( j′, v) in Fig. 8(b) cannot happen because π is bad.
Case 2. If f is a c-fold and (u, i′) stands inside f (Fig. 8(c)), we can cut the segment [s, . . . ,u, i′, . . . , p] and paste it reversely
between j′ and v . This is a 1-rt-move and creates a good (2-twisted) tie 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, p〉. Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available.
The special case of (m′, s) = (u, i′) cannot happen because π is bad.
Case 3. f is a c-fold and (u, i′) stands outside f (Fig. 8(d)), we can cut the segment [p, . . . , j, i, . . . , j′, v, . . . , s] and paste
it reversely between u and i′ . This is a 1-rt-move and creates a good (2-twisted) tie 〈p, i′, i, j, j′, v〉. Thus a (1,2(3))-
move is available. For the special case of (s,m′) = ( j′, v) in Fig. 8(d), the 1-rt-move on f creates a good (2-twisted) tie
〈p, i′, i, j, j′,u〉. 
Lemma 9. Let π be a bad permutation without singletons. If there are not any 2-cycles, but there is a 2-ﬂat tie in the breakpoint graph
with regard to π , then either a (1,2(3))-move or a (1,1,2(3))-move is available.
Proof. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a 2-ﬂat tie, where ( j′, v) is the hand having opposite direction with (u, i′) and (i, j). From
Lemma 5, there exists a fold f = 〈p,m,m′, s〉, with gray edge (m,m′) crossing the arm (i′, i) of τ .
Case 1. If f is a hand-fold of τ , we can ﬁnd the moves like in Lemma 8. If f is a z-fold (Fig. 9(a), (b)) or a c-fold with (u, i′)
standing outside it (Fig. 9(d)), the (1,2(3))-move is available as in cases 1 and 3 of Lemma 8. If f is a c-fold with (u, i′)
standing inside it, a 1-t-move which cuts [s, . . . ,u, i′, . . . , p] and pastes it between v and j′ will create a good (2-twisted)
tie 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, p〉 (Fig. 9(c)).
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Case 2. If (m,m′) crosses both arms of τ , there are three subcases according to the fold’s type.
Case 2.1. If f is a z-fold (Fig. 10(a)), we can perform a reversal on f . This is a 1-r-move and turns τ into a good (2-
twisted) tie. Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available. Specially, if (m′, s) = (v, j′) in Fig. 10(a), the ﬁrst 1-r-move will create a
good (2-twisted) tie 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, p〉.
Case 2.2. If f is a c-fold and (i, j) stands inside f (Fig. 10(b)), we can cut the segment [ j, . . . , s] and paste it reversely
between v and j′ . This is a 1-rt-move and creates a good (2-twisted) tie 〈p,m,m′, i, i′,u〉. Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available.
Case 2.3. If f is a c-fold and (i, j) stands outside f (Fig. 10(c)), we can cut the segment [ j, . . . ,m′, s, . . . , v, j′, . . . ,u] and
paste it reversely between p and m. Since (m′, s) = (v, j′) in a bad permutation, this is a 1-rt-move and creates a 1-twisted
tie 〈s,m′,m, j, j′, v〉. This move cannot give rise to any new 2-cycles because no 2-cycle exists before the move. If this move
gives rise to a good tie, a (1,2(3))-move is available. Otherwise, from Lemma 8, there exists a (1,2(3))-move for the tie
〈s,m′,m, j, j′, v〉. Thus a (1,1,2(3))-move is available. 
In order to tackle with the 3-ﬂat ties, we have to describe the following lemma.
Lemma 10. If a 3-ﬂat tie, (1) has only c-folds as its hand-folds; (2) has only one arm crossed by its hand-folds; (3) has that hand
joining the arm crossed by the hand-folds standing outside all the hand-folds, then there exists a z-fold in the breakpoint graph.
Proof. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a 3-ﬂat tie in the breakpoint graph. W.l.o.g., suppose the hand-folds of τ all cross (i′, i)
with (u, i′) standing outside all of them. For convenience, we add a counterclockwise arrow to every black edge. One end
pointed by the arrow is the head, while the other is the tail of a black edge (Fig. 11(a)). The gray edge of a c-fold connects
the head of a black edge with the tail of another black edge. The gray edge of a z-fold connects two heads or two tails of
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Fig. 11. (a) The breakpoint graph must contain z-folds if it contains worse ties. (b) An example of a worse tie.
two black edges. Let Eb,1 (Eg,1) be the set of black edges (gray edges) with both ends in the shoulder [i′, . . . , i], Eb,2 (Eg,2)
be the set of black edges (gray edges) with both ends in the shoulder [ j, . . . , j′]. Let Vb,k be the set of ends of the edges in
Eb,k (k ∈ {1,2}). There are |Vb,k|2 = |Eb,k| heads and tails in Vb,k .
Firstly, there must exist an even number (nonzero) of gray edges which cross both arms of τ . This is because ( j, j′) is
crossed by 2|Eb,2| − 2|Eg,2| gray edges; a gray edge crossing ( j, j′) must cross (i′, i); and 2|Eb,2| − 2|Eg,2| > 0 by Lemma 5.
This implies an even number of folds cross both arms of τ . In the following, a fold is in a segment if those three edges of
the fold are all in the segment. If there is a z-fold crossing both arms of τ or in the shoulder [ j, . . . , j′], the proof is done.
If there are only c-folds crossing both arms, or in the shoulder [ j, . . . , j′] of τ , we argue that there must exist z-folds in the
shoulder [i′, . . . , i]. Let F1 be the set of folds crossing both arms of τ and with (i, j) standing inside them; F2 be the set of
folds crossing both arms of τ and with (i, j) standing outside them; F3 be the set of folds in [ j, . . . , j′]. Any vertex in Vb,2
must be adjacent to the gray edge of a fold in F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3. Each fold in F3 uses its gray edge to occupy one head and one
tail in Vb,2. Each fold in F1 (F2) uses its gray edge to occupy a head (tail) in Vb,2. Thus, |F1| = |F2| = (|Vb,2| − 2|F3|)/2.
Moreover, each fold in F1 (F2) uses its gray edge to occupy a tail (head) in Vb,1. Let F4 be the set of hand-folds of τ ;
F5 be the set of folds in [i, . . . , i′]. Each fold in F4 uses its gray edge to occupy a tail in Vb,1. Then the folds in F5 use its
gray edges to connect |Eb,1| − |F1| − |F4| tails with |Eb,1| − |F2| heads. Since |F1| = |F2| and |F4| is even by Lemma 7, there
must exist |F4|2  1 gray edges which connect |F4| heads in Vb,1. Each gray edge connecting two heads must come from a
z-fold. 
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A tie is worse if it is 3-ﬂat, and satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma 10. In Fig. 11(b) for example, the tie τ =
〈14,8,9,4,5,16〉 is worse. It has the hand-folds f0 = 〈17,13,12,22〉 and f1 = 〈15,18,19,11〉. Both f0 and f1 cross the
arm (8,9) with the hand (14,8) standing outside them, and the other arm has no hand folds. The shoulders of τ are
[8,7,20,19,11,12,22,21,30,29,2,1,24,23,10,9] and [4,3,26,25,28,27,32,31,6,5]. The sets of black edges in [8, . . . ,9]
and [4, . . . ,5] are Eb,1 = {(7,20), (19,11), (12,22), (21,30), (29,2), (1,24), (23,10)} and Eb,2 = {(3,26), (25,28), (27,32),
(31,6)}.
The black edges in Eb,1 contribute 7 heads and 7 tails in [8, . . . ,9]. The black edges in Eb,2 contribute 4 heads and 4 tails
in [4, . . . ,5]. There is one c-fold in [4, . . . ,5], whose gray edge occupies one head and one tail. There are 3 heads and 3 tails
left in [4, . . . ,5] to be occupied by the gray edges crossing (4,5) and (8,9). Thus there must exist six folds to cross both
arms of τ . In fact, the six c-folds crossing both arms of τ are, f2 = 〈31,6,7,20〉; f3 = 〈21,30,31,6〉; f4 = 〈25,28,29,2〉;
f5 = 〈27,32,1,24〉; f6 = 〈29,2,3,26〉; f7 = 〈1,24,25,28〉. The folds f2, f4 and f5 use their gray edges to occupy 3 tails
in [8, . . . ,9] since the bottom of τ stands inside them. Relatively, f3, f6 and f7 use their gray edges to occupy 3 heads in
[8, . . . ,9] since the bottom of τ stands outside them. Since the hand-folds of τ use their gray edges to occupy two tails
in [8, . . . ,9], there must exist 4 heads and 2 tails connected by the gray edges in [8, . . . ,9]. Thus there exist two heads
connected by a gray edge. In fact, 10 and 11 in [8, . . . ,9] are connected by a gray edge forming the z-fold 〈19,11,10,23〉.
Lemma 11. Let π be a bad permutation without singletons. If there are not any 2-cycles, but there is a 3-ﬂat tie in the breakpoint
graph with regard to π , then a (1,2(3))-move or a (0,2(3),2(3))-move or a (1,1,2(3))-move is available.
Proof. Let τ = 〈u, i′, i, j, j′, v〉 be a 3-ﬂat tie. From Lemma 7, τ must have hand-folds. W.l.o.g., let f = 〈p,m,m′, s〉 be a
hand-fold of τ with (m,m′) crossing the arm (i′, i) and (p,m) in the shoulder [i′, . . . , i]. From the deﬁnition of gray edges,
there exists a black edge (q,w) in the shoulder [ j, . . . , j′] of τ .
Case 1. If f is a z-fold, there are two subcases.
Case 1.1. If the direction from p to m is opposite to the direction from u to i′ (Fig. 12(a)), we can cut the segment
[w, . . . , j′, v, . . . ,m′] and paste it reversely between m and p. This is a 1-rt-move and turns τ into a good (2-twisted)
tie (Fig. 12(b)). Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available. The special case of (m′, s) = (u, i′) cannot happen because π is bad.
Case 1.2. If the direction from p to m is the same as the direction from u to i′ (Fig. 12(c)), we can cut the segment
[m, . . . , i, j, . . . ,q] and paste it reversely between s and m′ . This is a 1-rt-move and turns τ into a good (1-ﬂat) tie
(Fig. 12(d)). Thus a (1,2(3))-move is available. For the special case of (s,m′) = ( j′, v) in Fig. 12(c), the ﬁrst 1-rt-move
creates a good (1-ﬂat) tie 〈u, i′, i, j, j′,q〉.
Case 2. If f is a c-fold and (u, i′) stands inside f (Fig. 13(a)), similar to Case 1, we can cut the segment [m, . . . , i, j, . . . ,q],
and paste it between m′ and s. This is a 1-t-move and turns τ into a good (3-twisted) tie (Fig. 13(b)). Thus a (1,2(3))-move
is available. The special case of (m′, s) = (u, i′) cannot happen because π is bad.
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Fig. 14. Feasible (0,2(3),2(3))-move for the 3-ﬂat tie in Case 3.1.
Case 3. If f is a c-fold and (u, i′) stands outside it, the situation becomes intricate. By Lemma 7, the tie τ must have another
hand-fold except f . Firstly, we aim at the hand-fold crossing the arm ( j, j′) to ﬁnd moves. If there exists a z-fold crossing
the arm ( j, j′) of τ , we can have a (1,2(3))-move as Case 1. If there exists a c-fold crossing the arm ( j, j′) with ( j′, v)
standing inside it, we can have a (1,2(3))-move as Case 2. So we have only two subcases left.
Case 3.1. If there exists a c-fold f1 = 〈q,w,w ′, l〉 crossing ( j, j′) and ( j′, v) stands outside f1. We can cut the segment
[p, . . . , i, j, . . . ,q] and paste it reversely between s and m′ . This is a 0-rt-move which turns τ into a good (1-ﬂat) tie and
creates a new tie τ1 = 〈l,w ′,w,m,m′, p〉. If (w,w ′) crosses (m,m′) (Fig. 14(a)), τ1 is 3-twisted (Fig. 14(b)). The 2(3)-
rt-move on τ turns τ1 into a 1-ﬂat (good) tie (Fig. 14(c)). Thus a (0,2(3),2(3))-move is available. If (w,w ′) does not
cross (m,m′) (Fig. 14(d)), τ1 is a 3-ﬂat tie (Fig. 14(e)). The 2(3)-rt-move on τ turns τ1 into a 1-ﬂat (good) tie (Fig. 14(f)).
Thus a (0,2(3),2(3))-move is also available. Specially, in Fig. 14(a), if (s,m′) = ( j′, v), the ﬁrst 0-rt-move turns τ into a
good tie 〈u, i′, i, j, j′,q〉; if (u, i′) = (w ′, l), the second 2(3)-rt-move on τ creates a good tie 〈v,w ′,w,m,m′, p〉. For the
special case of (s,m′) = (w ′, l) in Fig. 14(d), the ﬁrst 0-rt-move turns τ into a good (1-ﬂat) tie and creates a new tie
τ1 = 〈p,m′,m,w, s′,q〉. And the second 2(3)-rt-move turns τ1 into a good (1-ﬂat) tie.
Case 3.2. If no hand-folds cross ( j, j′), all the folds crossing (i′, i) are c-folds, and (u, i′) stands outside every last of them,
then τ must be worse. The existence of a z-fold in the breakpoint graph follows Lemma 10. This leads to the existence of
a 1-twisted or a 2-ﬂat tie in the breakpoint graph. From Lemmas 8 and 9, either a (1,2(3))-move or a (1,1,2(3))-move is
available. 
3.3. The algorithm
Finding methods to reduce the breakpoints in π relative to ι gradually provides the sequence of cut-and-paste opera-
tions that transforms π into ι. The algorithm uses the breakpoint graph with regard to π and ι as guide to ﬁnd effective
operations and is given as Circular_ Sort(π, ι). It needs to call Search_ good_ ties(π, ι) to ﬁnd good 2-cycles and good ties and
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which is done only once, turns π1 and ι into π2 and ι1. The permutation π2 becomes bad and can no longer have singletons.
Each time to perform a move produces a new permutation with less breakpoints. The new permutation is rewritten as π2. If
π2 = ι1, the breakpoint graph with regard to π2 and ι1 always has 2-cycles or ties. It needs to call Search_ good_ ties(π2, ι1)
again to remove the new produced good 2-cycles and good ties and keep π2 bad. Following Lemma 6, a (1,2(3))-move can
be found if a bad 2-cycle exists. Step 10 always faces the breakpoint graph which does not contain any 2-cycles and good
ties. From Lemma 10, the breakpoint graph must have a tie which is not worse. Therefore, following Lemmas 8, 9 and 11,
a (1,2(3))-move, or (1,1,2(3))-move, or (0,2(3),2(3))-move can be decided accordingly.
Algorithm Circular_ Sort(π, ι)
1 Build the breakpoint graph G(π, ι);
2 (π1, S) ← Search_ good_ ties(π, ι); S1 ← ∅;
3 Split the singletons of π1, to turn π1 and ι into π2 and ι1;
4 While π2 = ι1{
5 (π2, S2) ← Search_ good_ ties(π2, ι1); S1 ← S1 ∪ S2; ρ ← NULL;
6 If G(π2, ι1) contains a bad 2-cycle{
7 Decide a (1,2(3))-move ρ and perform it; (Lemma 6)
8 }//End If
9 Else{
10 Pick a tie τ that is not worse; (Lemma 10)
11 If τ is 1-twisted, decide a (1,2(3))-move ρ and perform it; (Lemma 8)
12 Else If τ is 2-ﬂat, decide a (1,2(3))-move or a (1,1,2(3))-move ρ and perform it; (Lemma 9)
13 Else decide a (1,2(3))-move or (0,2(3),2(3))-move ρ and perform it; (Lemma 11)
14 }//End Else
15 π2 ← π2 · ρ; S1 ← S1 ∪ {ρ};
16 }//End While
17 Generate the sequence of moves S3 for π1 by mimicking each operation in S1; (Lemma 3)
18 Return S ← S ∪ S3.
If a move is decided, it needs to perform the move to modify the breakpoint graph. In the worst case, the algorithm
can reduce 4 breakpoints by 3 successive operations. So averagely, every cut-and-paste operation can reduce at least 43
breakpoints. This gives rise to the relation |S1| 34b(π2, ι1), where π2 is the permutation after splitting the singletons. Thus
we have the following theorem to describe the performance of the algorithm.
Theorem 12. Let S be the set of moves returned from algorithm Circular_ Sort(π, ι), then |S|d(π,ι)  2.25.
Proof. Let π1 be the permutation returned from Search_ good_ ties(π, ι) in step 2, π2 be the permutation obtained by
splitting the singletons in step 3. Obviously b(π2, ι1) = b(π1, ι) b(π, ι). The number of operations transforming π into π1
is at most b(π,ι)−b(π1,ι)2 . Moreover, d(π, ι)
b(π,ι)
3 follows Theorem 1. Therefore,
|S| b(π, ι) − b(π1, ι)
2
+ |S1| b(π, ι) − b(π1, ι)
2
+ 3b(π2, ι1)
4
= b(π, ι) − b(π2, ι1)
2
+ 3b(π2, ι1)
4
 3b(π, ι)
4
 9d(π, ι)
4
. (1)
This leads to |S|d(π,ι) 
9
4 = 2.25. 
It takes O (nk) time to reduce k breakpoints by Search_ good_ ties(·). The breakpoints left by Search_ good_ tie(·) must be
removed by the moves for bad 2-cycles or bad ties. It takes O (n) time to ﬁnd a bad 2-cycle or a tie of bad but not worse.
It takes O (n) time to decide and perform a (1,2(3))-move for a bad 2-cycle. It also takes O (n) time to decide and perform
a (1,2(3))-move, a (1,1,2(3))-move, or a (0,2(3),2(3))-move for a bad tie. Since there are at most n breakpoints in π
relative to ι, it takes at most 34n operations to sort π by Theorem 12. Finally, the sequence S3 for π1 can be produced
in O (n2) time by mimicking S1. Thus the time complexity of the algorithm is O (n2). Therefore our algorithm can sort an
arbitrary permutation of n elements in O (n2) time.
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The algorithm for sorting circular permutations can be used to sort linear permutations. A linear permutation can be
treated as a circular permutation by setting the ﬁrst and the last element consecutive. However, a circular permutation
has many corresponding linear permutations, since it can be read from any element, clockwise or counterclockwise. Let
πl = [g1, . . . , gn] be an unsigned linear permutation. We construct its corresponding circular permutation, πc , by adding
g0 = 0 before g1 and gn+1 = n + 1 after gn , and set g0 and gn+1 consecutive. We can always get πl by reading through the
elements of πc from 0 to n + 1, either clockwise or counterclockwise.
In the following, every circular permutation has [n + 1,0] as an adjacency, and every linear permutation has 0 as its
ﬁrst and n + 1 as its last element. Let πc be a circular permutation, πl be a linear permutation, πc is equivalent to πl , if
πl can be obtained by reading through πc from 0 to n + 1 clockwise or counterclockwise. Consequently, πl is equivalent to
πc if πc is equivalent to πl . We denote by πl
c= πc and πl cc= πc that πl is equivalent to πc clockwise and counterclockwise
respectively.
We use
( A
B C
) = ( BC A) = ( CA B) to denote a circular permutation containing three consecutive segments A, B and C . For
any segment X , the reversed segment is denoted as X . The circular permutation
( A
B C
)
can be represented by another format
as
( A
C B
)
. We use (ABC) to denote a linear permutation containing segments A, B and C . The relation (ABC)
cc= ( AB C) and
(ABC)
c= ( AC B) holds to describe the equivalence of a linear and a circular permutation. The reversal which reverses segment
A is written as r(A); the transposition which cuts A and pastes it between B and C is written as t(A, BC); the transreversal
which cuts A and pastes it reversely between B and C is written as rt(A, BC). Under these notations, the following relations
for circular and linear permutations hold deﬁnitely.
( A
B C
) · r(A) = ( AB C); ( AB C) · t(A, BC) = ( BA C); ( AB C) · rt(A, BC) = ( BA C);
(ABC) · r(A) = (ABC); (ABC) · t(A, BC) = (B AC); (ABC) · rt(A, BC) = (B AC).
Since an operation never break adjacencies, the element 0 and n + 1 must belong to one segment in any operation on a
circular permutation. We use A = [g j, . . . ,n+ 1,0, . . . , gi] (0 i < j  n+ 1) to denote the segment containing 0 and n+ 1.
To get πl from πc , we sometimes split A into two subsegments as A0 = [g0, . . . , gi], An = [g j, . . . , gn+1]. For writing πl , we
always begin from A0 and end with An .
We have to make use of another operation named reverv in order to mimic the transreversal on circular permutations.
This operation reverses each of the two consecutive segments of a linear permutation without changing their relative posi-
tions. A revrev which reverses segments B and C turns a linear permutation (A0BC An) into (A0B C An). This operation is
denoted as rr(B,C).
Theorem 13. Let πc be an unsigned circular permutation, πl be the linear permutation equivalent to πc . For any reversal, r on πc ,
there must exist a reversal on πl , which transforms πl into the permutation equivalent to πc · r. For any transposition, t on πc , there
must exist a transposition on πl which transforms πl into the permutation equivalent to πc · t. For any transreversal, rt on πc , there
exists a transreversal or revrev on πl , which transforms πl into the permutation equivalent to πc · rt.
Proof. Let πl = (A0BC An) be a linear permutation. Its equivalent circular permutation, πc , has two formats: (1) πc =(A0 An
B C
) cc= πl; (2) πc = (A0 BAn C
) c= πl .
For any cut-and-paste operation on πc , we give a corresponding operation on πl to get a new linear permutation for πl
equivalent to that for πc . We only aim at the ﬁrst format of πc to give formal proofs. The discussion for πc to take the
second format is omitted.
If a reversal reverses B , we can perform the same operation on πl . This is because, πc · r(B) =
(A0 An
B C
) cc= (A0BC An) =
πl · r(B). If a reversal reverses A, we can reverse the other segment of πl to get the equivalent permutation. This is because,
πc · r(A) =
(
An A0
B C
)
c= (A0C B An) = πl · r(BC). (2)
The transposition which cuts B and pastes it between A and C , or cuts C and pastes it between B and A can be mimicked
by the same operation on πl . This is because,
πc · t(B,C An) =
(
A0An
C B
)
cc= (A0C B An) = πl · t(B,C An), (3)
πc · t(C, A0B) =
(
A0An
C B
)
cc= (A0C B An) = πl · t(C, A0B). (4)
The transposition of cutting A and pasting it between B and C cannot be mimicked by the same operation. Fortunately, we
can cut B and paste it between C and An or cut C and paste it between A0 and B on πl to get the equivalent permutation.
This is because,
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(
B C
An A0
)
cc= (A0C B An)
= πl · t(B,C An) = πl · t(C, A0B). (5)
The transreversal which cuts B and pastes it reversely between C and A, or cuts C and pastes it reversely between A and
B can be mimicked by the same operation on πl . This is because,
πc · rt(B,C An) =
(
A0An
C B
)
cc= (A0C B An) = πl · rt(B,C An); (6)
πc · rt(C, A0B) =
(
A0An
C B
)
cc= (A0C B An) = πl · rt(C, A0B). (7)
If a transreversal on πc cuts A out of πc and pastes it between B and C , it seems no transreversal can play the same role
on πl . However, we can use revrev to mimic the operation on πl .
πc · rt(A, BC) =
(
B C
A0 An
)
c= (A0B C An) = πl · rr(B,C). (8)
That completes the proof. 
Given a linear permutation πl = [0, g1, . . . , gn,n + 1], setting 0 and n + 1 consecutive to constitute the circular permu-
tation πc . We use ι to denote both the linear and the circular identity permutations. The algorithm Circular_ Sort(πc, ι) can
be used to obtain a sequence S of operations to sort πc . Following Theorem 13 to mimic every operation in S successively,
a sequence of operations to sort πl is produced. Because πl and πc have the same set of breakpoints, and the same bound
of cut-and-paste distance, this method must have the performance 2.25 to sort πl .
5. Conclusion
We have designed the 2.25-approximation algorithm for sorting unsigned circular permutations by cut-and-paste oper-
ations. It can be used to sort linear permutations if revrev is allowed. It is still open if an algorithm exists for sorting the
unsigned linear permutations without using revrevs to achieve the same performance. What’s more, in view of the events
occurring with different probabilities, which seems natural and rational, a future work may associate probabilities to events
while treating simultaneously many kinds of events.
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